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Predicting long-range sound propagation over a nonurban site with complex propagation media
requires the knowledge of micrometeorological fields in the lower part of the atmospheric boundary
layer, and more precisely its characteristics varying in both space and time with respect to local
�“small-scale”� and average �“long-term”� conditions, respectively. Thus in this study, a mean-wind
wide-angle parabolic equation �MW-WAPE� code is coupled with a dedicated micrometeorological
code �SUBMESO� which simulates wind and temperature fields over moderately complex terrain
with high resolution. Its output data are used as input data for the MW-WAPE code, which can also
deal with different boundary conditions, such as the introduction of impedance jumps, thin screens
or complex topography. Both codes are presented in the present paper. Comparisons between
numerical predictions, and experimental data are also presented and discussed. Finally, we present
an example of such a coupling method �MW-WAPE/SUBMESO� for the estimation of sound
pressure levels at almost any site �“local scale”�, for mean propagation conditions representative of
long-term atmospheric conditions. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America.
�DOI: 10.1121/1.2204455�

PACS number�s�: 43.28.Js, 43.50.Vt, 43.28.En, 43.28.Gq �DKW� Pages: 110–119
I. INTRODUCTION

In the framework of road traffic noise characterization
and particularly for engineering applications �impact stud-
ies�, there is a need for reliable sound pressure level �SPL�
predictions for specific source-receiver configuration and
propagation conditions, which must be representative of time
�“long term”� and space �“small scale” and site effects� char-
acteristics of the acoustic situation. This is carried out in the
present study, using a coupling approach with reference
models for both acoustic and micrometeorological calcula-
tions. This paper focuses on this coupling method, which can
give us access to SPL fluctuations due to both time and space
variations of input data. Our micrometeorological code can
use large-scale input data which can be chosen as represen-
tative of long-term �several years average� meteorological
data, leading to small-scale �or “local-scale”� output data,
representative of long-term micrometeorological conditions
at a considered site. At last, those data are used as input data
for the acoustic model, leading to SPL predictions for small-
scale and long-term representative propagation conditions.

Predicting long-range sound propagation over a nonur-
ban site implies taking into account the mixed influence of
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ground characteristics �topography, obstacles, impedance,
etc.� and atmospheric conditions �refraction and turbulence�.
These phenomena have been separately studied in the
literature.1 In recent years, several authors have developed
numerical simulations of sound propagation in the atmo-
sphere taking into account atmospheric models. To model
sound propagation in the atmospheric boundary layer, the
basic idea recently introduced is to use a mesoscale atmo-
spheric model to simulate local wind and temperature pro-
files in an area above a terrain having a complex topography.
This atmospheric model is coupled with an appropriate
model for sound propagation. A first approach has been con-
sidered by Heimann and Gross2 to simulate the temporal
behavior of the sound pressure level across a narrow valley.
In their work, a numerical sound particle model based on
ray-tracing technique is coupled with a meteorological me-
soscale model. Hole and Hauge3 successfully applied the
coupling method to describe the influence on sound propa-
gation on a local scale of a morning air temperature inver-
sion above a complex terrain. In their numerical simulations,
the authors used a mesoscale atmospheric model �MM5� to
provide input data for their acoustical predicting model
based on a fast field program. In this model, the local sound
speed in each vertical layer is calculated as the sum of the
adiabatic sound speed and the wind component in the direc-

tion of the acoustic wave propagation. Recently, a different
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approach has been considered to improve the modeling of
sound propagation in an inhomogeneous moving atmo-
sphere. These new numerical simulations are based on time-
domain calculations performed with linearized equations of
fluid dynamics.4–6 The interest in these finite-difference
time-domain techniques is their ability to deal with compli-
cated phenomena in outdoor sound propagation, such as scat-
tering by turbulence, three-dimensional �3D� effects by
buildings, and topography. However, a high computational
effort is necessary to run these solvers, and this approach is
not yet appropriate to deal with long-range sound propaga-
tion problems.

The numerical predictions from our parabolic equation
�PE� code have been previously quantitatively compared to
numerical, analytical, and experimental results already pub-
lished for gradually more complex situations: homogeneous,
heterogeneous, and/or screened ground,7,8 homogeneous,
stratified, and/or turbulent atmosphere.9,10 Concerning un-
even ground, the model has been validated through a com-
parison with results obtained from a method using conformal
mapping.11,12 Comparative results show very good agree-
ment for frequencies from 100 Hz to 5000 Hz.13–15 Before
presenting new computing results from our mean-wind wide-
angle PE �MW-WAPE� code, this acoustic code is briefly
presented in Sec. II. Numerical simulations have been devel-
oped using the paraxial approximation of the wave equation
in bidimensional configurations with a split-step Padé march-
ing algorithm. Afterward, PE predictions are compared to
outdoor measurements especially carried out at the Labora-
toire Central des Ponts et Chaussées �LCPC� experimental
site �Sec. III�. Comparative results for different geometrical
configurations and atmospheric conditions are presented and
discussed. Some improvements are obtained using the
MW-WAPE instead of the classical PE �WAPE� regarding
the convection effect of the wind on SPL.

Since wind and temperature profiles are required as in-
put data for the acoustic code, they can be either experimen-
tally determined or numerically synthesized by a microme-
teorological model suited to the study of atmospheric flows
at submesoscales and is called SUBMESO. This atmospheric
model is presented in Sec. II B. It is a 3D nonhydrostatic
compressible model derived from the advanced regional pre-
diction system �ARPS� model.16 The predictions are per-
formed using large-eddy simulation �LES�, which gives ac-
cess to all 3D wind components as well as air temperature at
each point of the mesh �50 m�50 m� for different heights.
Comparisons between SUBMESO predictions and microme-
teorological data from the LCPC experimental site are shown
and discussed in the next section. Finally, output data from
SUBMESO is used as input data for PE predictions, leading
to a coupling method �MW-WAPE/SUBMESO� to estimate
the long-term SPL at a fixed site. An example of such a
coupling approach is presented and discussed in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The principle of our coupling approach is to use refer-
ence models �i.e., reliable and validated models� for acoustic

and micrometeorological calculations, in order to have ac-
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cess to reliable SPL predictions for a given situation in space
�local scale� and time �long term�. Thus, synthetic tempera-
ture and wind fields from SUBMESO are used as input data
for PE calculations. In this section, we briefly present the
MW-WAPE and SUBMESO codes, respectively.

A. Parabolic equation

The PE-based methods seem to be appropriate to solve
the problem of acoustic propagation above a mixed ground
with topographical irregularities in a refractive and turbulent
atmosphere �see Sec. I�. For numerical simulations of out-
door sound propagation, PEs have been derived using the
approximation of the effective sound speed to take into ac-
count the convection effect of the wind. In this conventional
approach, the real moving atmosphere is replaced by hypo-
thetical motionless medium with the effective sound speed
ceff=c+vx, where vx is the wind velocity component along
the direction of sound propagation between the source and
receiver, and c is the adiabatic sound speed. This approach is
convenient because both the source and receiver are close to
the ground and the preferred direction of sound is nearly
horizontal. However, in many problems of atmospheric
acoustics, refracted sound waves propagate in directions
which may significantly differ from the direction of
propagation.17–19 We use a specific PE developed by
Ostashev et al.20 and Dallois et al.21 which does maintain the
vector properties of the velocity medium. We consider bidi-
mensional �x ,z� propagation of a monochromatic acoustic
wave in a homogeneous and moving medium. If the length
scale of the medium L is much greater than the acoustic
length scale, ��L, an exact wave equation for this situation
in the frequency domain is given by Ostashev et al.:20

�� + k2�1 + �� − �1 + �
2ik

c
v � +

vxvz

c2

�2

�x�z
�p�r� = 0, �1�

where p is the acoustic pressure, k=� /c, c is the sound
speed, �=2�f , f is the frequency, �= �c0 /c�r��2−1 is the
variation of the standard refraction index, c0 is a reference
sound speed, x and z are, respectively, the horizontal and
vertical directions, and v stands for the velocity of the me-
dium. When v=0, Eq. �1� is reduced to the Helmholtz equa-
tion:

�� + k0
2�1 + ���p�r� = 0. �2�

The additional terms in Eq. �1�, compared to Eq. �2�, contain
the effects of the moving medium. Ostashev et al.20 and
Dallois et al.21 reduced Eq. �1� to WAPE. The first step is to
write the two-dimensional equation for forward propagation:

� �

�x
− ik�Q�p�r� = 0. �3�

From here, the pseudo-operator �Q is simplified using a
Padé approximation to yield:

�Q =
1 + pL

1 + qL
, �4�

where L=Q−1, p=3/4, and q=1/4. Considering the enve-

lope of the pressure field defined as ��r�= p�r�exp�−ikx�, the
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parabolic equation transforms to the MW-WAPE:

�1 + qF1 − ipkM1 − qk2M1
2�

��

�x
= ik��p − q�F1

+ ik�p − q�M1 − ikM1F1 + qk2M1
2�� , �5�

where
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1
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�z
+
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2
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�2

�z2� − 1,

and
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2vx

k�c2 − vx
2�
�ic0 −

vz

k

�

�z
� .

If all velocities in Eq. �5� are set to zero, this equation is
reduced to the classical Padé �1.1� WAPE derived from the
Helmholtz equation �Eq. �2��:

�I + qL�
���r�

�x
= ik0��p − q�L���r� , �6�

where

L = 	eff +
1

k

�2

�z2 , �7�

with

	eff = neff
2 − 1 = c0

2/ceff
2 − 1. �8�

Equations �3� and �5� are discretized on a uniform mesh
�i�x , j�z� using a standard finite difference method. Vertical
�z− � derivatives are evaluated by centered difference ap-
proximations, and Crank-Nicholson scheme is implemented
as a marching algorithm which takes the following form:

A��x + �x,z� = B��x,z� , �9�

where A and B are pentadiagonal �MW-WAPE� or trigonal
�WAPE� matrices. In our computations, the ground is mod-
eled as a locally reacting surface with finite complex imped-
ances calculated using the one parameter approximation
from Delany and Bazley.22 �see Sec. IV�. Reflections at the
top of the numerical grid are controlled by introducing a thin
artificial absorption layer in the upper part of the computa-
tion domain.

The uneven ground is treated as a succession of flat
domains.11–15 After each flat domain, the coordinate system
�x ,z� is rotated so that the x-axis remains parallel to the
ground �Fig. 1�. The calculation above each domain needs an
initial solution. The values of the initial solution for the do-
main n+1 are obtained from the interpolated values of the

FIG. 1. Definition of the computational domains.
pressure field of the domain n, except for the first domain
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where the source is initialized by a Gaussian starter which
has an adjustable width and takes into account the image
source weighed by a complex reflection coefficient.

There are several ways of modeling the vertical wind
and temperature, profiles near the ground: Linear, logarith-
mic, multilinear, linear logarithmic, hybrid, etc. As first-order
approximations, temperature and wind profiles are set con-
stant with distance �nonrange dependent� on each flat do-
main. Likewise, the profiles, are slightly rotated with each
corresponding domain, since the angles between the rotated
systems of coordinates are very small �inferior to 5°�. More-
over, following Panofsky and Dutton23 and Gilbert and
White,24 vertical temperature and wind profiles are assumed
to be logarithmically shaped and expressed, respectively, as:

T�z� = T�z0 + d� + aTln� z − d

z0
	 �K� ,

�10�

v�z� = avln� z − d

z0
	 �m/s� ,

where d is the displacement length, z0 is the roughness pa-
rameter, and aT and av are refraction parameters related to
temperature and wind, respectively. The effective sound
speed ceff used in the classical Padé �1,1� PE �Eq. �6�� is
defined from wind and temperature fields as:

ceff�z� = c0�1 +
T�z�

273.15
+ v�z�cos�
� �m/s� , �11�

and next:

ceff�z� 
 c0�1 +
1

2

T0

273.15
	 + �1

2

c0

273.15
aT + cos�
�av	

�ln� z − d

z0
	 �m/s� , �12�

where T0�K� is a reference temperature �e.g., T0=293.15 K�,
c0 �m/s� is a reference sound speed for the same tempera-
ture �e.g., c0
344 m/s for T0=293.15 K�, and 
 is the
angle between wind direction and the direction of sound
propagation. We can define an effective refraction param-
eter aeff as follows:

aeff =
1

2

c0

273.15
aT + cos�
�av �m/s� . �13�

This effective refraction parameter is used with WAPE
while temperature and wind refraction parameters are used
with MW-WAPE. In this paper, atmospheric turbulence is
not considered. However, MW-WAPE can deal: with isotro-
pic and homogeneous turbulence �only due to temperature
fluctuations�, where the random temperature field is modeled
by a set of realizations �typically 50 realizations� which are
generated by a superposition of discrete random Fourier
modes.25

B. Atmospheric model

Our MW-WAPE code needs accurate propagation con-

ditions as input data for calculations. Vertical sound speed
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profiles are determined from wind and temperature profiles
through Eq. �10� after data postprocessing. Those profiles
can be also numerically synthesized by a micrometeorologi-
cal model. This is carried out in the following section using
an atmospheric code, called SUBMESO, whose theory is
presented below. Next, the code is validated through com-
parison with experimental data from LCPC monitoring site
located at Saint-Berthevin �France�.

In this study, all the simulations are performed with the
SUBMESO atmospheric model, which is derived from the
ARPS.16 It is a nonhydrostatic compressible model suited to
the study of atmospheric flows at submesoscales. The equa-
tions are written in the so-called Gal-Chen, or terrain-
following coordinate system. An option for the stretching of
the mesh in the vertical z direction is available, while the
grid needs to be regularly spaced in the horizontal x and y
directions. The equations are discretized on the staggered
grid of a Cartesian computational domain and are then trans-
formed in the physical domain by means of the Jacobian
method. Second-order accurate finite difference schemes are
used to evaluate the derivatives. The solution is advanced in
time using a time-splitting method26 where all the terms in
governing equations are computed explicitly. The simula-
tions are performed using the LES method, which gives ac-
cess to instantaneous fields. The flow is initialized using ana-
lytical profiles built with a meteorological preprocessor, the
parameters of which are deduced from measurements:
Roughness length, velocity friction, surface heat fluxes, etc.
From these profiles, one can deduce the corresponding val-
ues of large-scale wind �at the highest level� that are constant
during the simulation in the Rayleigh damping layer. The
periodic computation on the flat coarse grid provides time-
dependent turbulent inflow at the boundaries of the uneven
nested grids. The subgrid fluxes are evaluated according to
the Smagorinsky’s model27 modified by Lilly.28

The accuracy of the solution obtained by resolving the
discrete Navier-Stokes equations depends directly on the
mesh size. Because of the numerous time and space scales
involved in the evolution of atmospheric flows, local refine-
ment techniques are of great interest for meteorological
simulations. The refinement technique used in this study is
the nesting method in the horizontal direction, which consists
in superposing fine grids covering small areas on a coarse
grid covering the whole domain. The nesting procedure is
managed as externally as possible—that is without modify-
ing the core of the code—by means of the technical module
adaptative grid refinement in FORTRAN �AGRIF� which was
coupled to the atmospheric model.29,30 Although the AGRIF
module is designed to manage adaptive nesting, only fixed
nested grids, are used in this study to achieve high resolution
in the vicinity of particular sites. Particular care was given to
the formulation of the nested grid boundary conditions,
which should avoid spurious noise at the interface. Here,
boundary points where the flow is entering—“inflow”
boundary—are distinguished from boundary points where
the flow is exiting—“outflow” boundary. At inflow bound-
aries, information should naturally arrive from outside, that
is, from the coarse grid: The boundary values are specified

through a Dirichlet-type condition. At outflow boundaries,
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the flow is mostly determined from the inner part of the fine
grid and should be able to pass freely across the interface
without boundary reflection. The method retained for outflow
boundaries is the “radiative-nesting condition” applied to the
velocity components and to the temperature while a Dirichlet
condition is used for pressure.31–33

III. QUANTITATIVE RESULTS FROM MW-WAPE
PREDICTIONS

A dedicated experimental campaign has been carried out
at the LCPC monitoring site near Saint-Berthevin, whose
protocol is briefly presented below. New results from com-
parison with MW-WAPE predictions are next discussed, fo-
cusing on the influence of the following parameters: Wind
speed and direction, slope of the terrain, and receiver height.

A. Experimental setup

This specific campaign has been carried out on the most
complex part of the LCPC experimental site: Uneven ground
and very heterogeneous ground impedance.13 For the calcu-
lations, the ground is modeled as a succession of three flat
domains �Fig. 2�: The first is 25 m long and has a slope of
10.21°, the second is 50 m long and has a slope of 17.42°,
and the third is 25 m long and has a slope of 8.61°. The
relative angle between the first and the second domain is �
=7.2° and �=8.8° between the second and the third domain.
Acoustic data have been collected using an impulsive and
omnidirectional sound source �gun shots� and five micro-
phones spatially distributed between 25 and 100 m from the
source �M1 to M5 in Fig. 2�. The reference microphone was
located 10 m from the source �Mref�.

The ground impedance Z has been experimentally deter-
mined at several points through a “best-fit” calculation using
the one-parameter formula from Delany and Bazley:22

Z = �0c0�1 + 0.0571��0f


	−0.754

+ i0.087��0f


	−0.732	 ,

�14�

where c0 is the reference sound speed, �0 is the air density,
and  is the airflow resistivity. The parameter  is experi-
mentally determined using a method developed by Bérengier
et al.34 The results of the fitting procedures for downslope

−2

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup at LCPC experi-
mental site.
propagation are �see Fig. 2�: =600 kPa s m around the
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source, =90 kPa s m−2 around M1, =160 kPa s m−2

around M2, and =200 kPa s m−2 around M4.
In order to evaluate the micrometeorological conditions,

we used an equipped tower located on the slope but far
enough from the measurement line not to disturb acoustic
propagation. The tower is equipped with ventilated air ther-
mometers; �Young 41342VC� and accurate wind direction
and wind speed sensors �Young 05305AQ�, using a Young
26700 station, the accuracy is about 0.1 K, 2°, and 0.1 m/s
respectively. The sampling rates of the temperature and wind
measurements are too low as to derive turbulence param-
eters. These sensors are located at three different heights: 1,
3, and 10 m. Temperature and wind profiles are modeled
following Eq. �10�, where aT and av are deduced from mi-
crometeorological measurements �10 min average�. For each
acoustical measurement, the signal has been averaged over
ten gun shots, which is a sufficient number to determine a
reliable average value for acoustical measurements.35 Results
are given in terms of relative SPL coming from the differ-
ence between the spectrum at microphone M1, M2, M3, M4,
or M5 and the spectrum at the reference microphone Mref.
Tables I and II, respectively, summarize micrometeorological
and geometrical parameters deduced from data postprocess-
ing, and used as input data for PE calculations.

B. Comparison between experimental results and
numerical predictions

Figure 3 shows results from Measurement No. 7 per-
formed for downslope propagation and for hs=hM =href=2m
�see Table II�. The corresponding micrometeorological pa-
rameters are summarized in Table I. The wind is moderately
strong and almost directed in the source-receiver direction,
which leads to a downward refracting atmosphere. There-
fore, Fig. 3 allows us to compare acoustic results, either ex-

TABLE I. Micrometeorological parameters deduced from experimental
data: 
 is the angle between wind direction and the direction of sound
propagation, aT and av are refraction parameters related to temperature and
wind respectively, and aeff is the effective refraction parameter �see Sec.
II A�.

Measurement av�m/s� 
�°� aT�K� aeff �m/s�

4 0.30 60 0.20 0.27
7 0.65 20 0.20 0.73
9 0.30 70 0.30 0.28
11 0.00 ¯ −0.30 −0.18

TABLE II. Geometrical parameters of experimental setup and numerical
predictions: Source height hs, reference receiver height href, and microphone
height hM �see Sec. III A�.

Measurement
No. Slope hs�m� href�m� hM�m�

4 Down 2 2 2
7 Down 2 2 2
9 Down 2 0.6 0.6
11 Up 2 2 2
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perimental �solid line� or calculated with the standard PE
�WAPE – dotted line� and with the new PE �MW-WAPE –
dashed line�.

Numerical predictions are in very good agreement with
experimental data, especially those given by the new PE
�MW-WAPE�, which gives a best localization of interference
fringes for highest frequencies. This difference increases
with the distance of propagation. In terms of geometric
acoustics, this means that the receiver can be reached follow-
ing two different paths: A direct and a reflected ray. The
sound speed �c+v cos 
� varies on each ray with 
, and the
use of the effective sound speed �c+vx� introduces a cumu-
lative phase error in standard parabolic equation. This error
increases with receiver height, distance of propagation, and
wind speed.

Additional calculations for different geometrical con-
figurations, slopes, and atmospheric conditions have con-
firmed that there is no significant difference between the re-
sults from WAPE and MW-WAPE when the wind is very
low. On the contrary, as far as the wind is moderately strong,
cross-wind effects are always better taken into account using
new MW-WAPE instead of standard WAPE. From now on,
the numerical results further presented in this paper will be
issued from the MW-WAPE code. Above 2000 Hz, wave-

FIG. 3. Measurement No. 7. Relative SPL as a function of frequency: Com-
parison between experimental results �solid line� and PE predictions �WAPE
in dotted line and MW-WAPE in dashed line�. �a� M1 �25 m� and �b� M4
�75 m�.
length and ground roughness are of the same order. This
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leads to an additional diffraction which is not modeled by the
acoustic code. That is the reason why comparative results
above 2000 Hz are not presented. Regarding acoustic propa-
gation for upslope cases, Fig. 4 shows results, from Measure-
ment No. 11 �hs=href=hM=2m, see Table II�. The propaga-
tion conditions are slightly upward refracting �see Table I�.

Numerical results show very good agreement with the
experimental results at frequencies below 1000 Hz. Above
1000 Hz, numerical predictions are not as close to the ex-
perimental data. These discrepancies come from different
causes. First, particular attention has to be paid to the nu-
merical models sensibility, with respect to the spatial loca-
tion of source and receivers �hs, href, and hM, see Sec. III A�,
which can generate large uncertainties in MW-WAPE predic-
tions when a lack of precision occurs in the in situ measure-
ment of those geometrical input data. Second, the experi-
mental terrain is more irregular on the bottom than on the top
of the site. Thus, it is possible that discrepancies between
numerical and experimental approaches result from 3D ef-
fects. Third, the Delany and Bazley’s approach �Eq. �14��
gives good approximations, but remains limited. A more
complex model of the ground, such as Attenborough’s,36

should improve our PE predictions. This model includes,
more physical factors: Air flow resistivity , porosity �,
grain shape factor n�, and pore shape factor ratio sf. Never-

FIG. 4. Measurement No. 11. Relative SPL as a function of frequency:
Comparison between experimental results �solid line� and MW-WAPE pre-
dictions �dashed line�. �a� M1 �25 m� and �b� M4 �75 m�.
theless, its implementation remains difficult because these
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four factors �, �, n�, and sf� cannot be easily characterized
by in situ measurements. Last, but not least, the differences
between experimental and numerical SPL for the highest fre-
quencies �above 1000 Hz� can also be explained by the ef-
fects of atmospheric turbulence,37–41 which have not been
taken into account in those MW-WAPE calculations for cen-
tral processing unit time reasons.

IV. PRACTICAL EXAMPLES OF MW-WAPE/SUBMESO
COUPLING

This section shows how SUBMESO gives us access to
synthetic local �site-scale� wind and temperature vertical pro-
files from global ones �regional scale�, which can be chosen
next as representative values of “long-term” �e.g., a 30 years
average� atmospheric conditions. Those last conditions are
given by national meteorological stations �Météo-France, for
instance�, which record hourly data over dozens of years.
Thus, SUBMESO can provide wind and temperature profiles
for the characterization of a specific situation both in space
�local scale� and time �long term�. Then, output data from
SUBMESO can be used as micrometerological input data for
PE calculations between the source and receiver. Therefore,
our MW-WAPE/SUBMESO coupling method can provide
SPL representative of local and long-term atmospheric con-
ditions between the source and receiver. This procedure is
briefly presented below, before showing some calculations
from the coupled MW-WAPE/SUBMESO code.

LES of the atmospheric flow above the LCPC experi-
mental site located at Saint-Berthevin have been performed
to assess the terrain-induced modifications of the mean flow
and turbulence characteristics over hilly surfaces. This study
is part of a research plan directed by the LCPC for control-
ling long-range noise pollution in the surroundings of motor-
ways.

The studied area is centered on the permanent source of
noise pollution, which is a motorway viaduct crossing the
valley of the river Vicoin. This valley, which has an approxi-
mately average depth of 35 m and an average width of
200 m, crosses the domain from north-west to south-east. A
tributary stream coming from the north in a smaller valley
joins the river Vicoin near the center of the site. The smooth

2

FIG. 5. Topography of the LCPC experimental site located at Saint-
Berthevin. The resolution is 25 m. The vertical direction is stretched by a
factor of 5 in order to make the topography more noticeable.
topography of the 16 km area is displayed in Fig. 5, based
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on a digital terrain model �DTM� with a resolution of 25 m
provided by the French National Geographical Institute
�IGN�. Total relief amplitude is 67 m ranging from 73 m in
the lower part of the valley �near the south boundary� to
140 m at the northern edge of the domain.

Three levels of grids are used, which are displayed in
Fig. 6. At the first level, a base grid �BG� has a horizontal
resolution of 450 m with 43�43 points �18.9 km
�18.9 km�. The terrain is flat and its altitude is set to the
terrain average altitude za=115.2 m. At the second level, the
nested grid �NG1� has a horizontal resolution of 150 m, with
44�44 points. The domain covered by this grid �6.15 km
�6.15 km� includes the whole 16 km2 area defined in DTM.
The area is extended in the horizontal directions so that the
terrain is flat at the boundaries of NG1, insuring a proper
connection at the BG/NG1 interface at the altitude za. Fi-
nally, a third grid �NG2� is nested into the grid NG1, centred
on the motorway viaduct. It has a horizontal resolution of
50 m, with 44�44 points �2.15 km�2.15 km�. Note that
the topography on the grid NG2 is thus more detailed than on
the grid NG1. For the three grids, 32 layers are distributed in
the vertical direction, following a geometric series �with a
common ratio of 1.2�. The thinnest mesh layer is 10 m deep,
at the ground. A Rayleigh damping layer extends from z
=4000 m to the top of the domain �7500 m�. Periodic con-
ditions are imposed at the boundaries of the BG, providing
time-dependent turbulent inflow at the boundaries of the un-
even area NG1.

A period of neutral atmospheric stratification �i.e., with-
out thermal effects�—May 21, from 1:45 to 3:15—was se-
lected among the data available from the experimental cam-
paign conducted in May 2000. Initially, a uniform wind
profile is set in the larger domain and the flow is forced by a
constant large-scale wind �U=3.3 m/s in the west-east direc-
tion and V=2.7 m/s in the south-north direction�. The initial

FIG. 6. BG �flat� and the two nested grids NG1 and NG2 �with topography�,
for the site of Saint-Berthevin.
wind direction is 230° clockwise from the north.
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The surface temperature is uniform at the ground and
kept constant during the whole simulation. As a first ap-
proach, the air is considered to be dry. After 1400 s, the wind
profile calculated on NG2 locally matches quite well with the
experimental profile measured at the tower �T4� �see Fig. 5
for the location of this tower�. A time average is calculated
between t=1400 s and t=1500 s with an output time step of
1 s for NG2. From this procedure, we get smoothed local
fields hereafter designated by the index I. We compare these
fields with their value averaged over the entire domain, here-
after designated by the index m. In the following discussion,
we pay a particular attention to the deformation of the total
wind.

The first important result is the improved quality of the
simulated flow provided by the grid refinement technique.
This conclusion is obvious from Fig. 7, which displays the
simulated wind field at 5 m above the ground on both NG1
and NG2. The main features—slowdown and speedup effects
in valleys and over hills—are visible at both resolution lev-

FIG. 7. Partial x-y view of the simulated wind field W1 �m/s� at Saint-
Berthevin, at the first grid level �5 m� above the ground �a� on NG1 �the
black square represents the location of NG2� and �b� on NG2 overlapping
NG1. The black arrow symbolizes the mean wind direction.
els, but they are strongly diffused and smoothed on NG1. In
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particular, we notice a great difference in the estimation of
the slowdown in the Vicoin valley, which is nearly perpen-
dicular to the mean wind direction: With a 50 m resolution,
the wind speed is found to be reduced of up to 58% com-
pared to its mean value Wm, whereas it is reduced of a maxi-
mum of 31% only with a 150 m resolution.

These differences can be explained by two factors. First,
the highest resolution on NG2 naturally restrains the numeri-
cal diffusion of the solution. Second, the terrain features are
much more accurately described on NG2 than on NG1, for
which the topography is artificially smoothed. It is interest-
ing to note that the value of the mean wind Wm on NG2 is
between 2 and 3% lower than the value on NG1 in the first
300 m above the ground. This is probably due to more accu-
rate calculation of the valley-induced deceleration when the
horizontal resolution is improved from 150 m to 50 m.

The second important result is the absence of significant
perturbations at the NG1/NG2 interface. The wind field is
continuous from one grid to the other at inflow boundaries,
as imposed by the Dirichlet-type condition. At outflow
boundaries, we can naturally see slight “jumps” from NG2 to
NG1 as the solution is less forced, but no induced numerical
oscillations are visible. The radiative-nesting boundary con-
dition appears to work very well in this case, by both forcing
the NG2 solution to be consistent with the NG1 solution and
avoiding spurious reflections at the interface. In the follow-
ing analysis of the impact of relief on the flow, only results
obtained on the high-resolution grid NG2 will be considered.

The vertical profiles of wind speed measured in situ and
simulated are displayed in Fig. 8, at two different locations:
T4 and T1 �see Fig. 5�. T1 is located at the bottom of the
valley �z=82 m�, whereas T4 is located on a small plateau
dominating the valley �z=117 m�. Two simultaneous series
of measurements �LCPC, permanent tower and Institut
National de Recherche Agronomique �INRA�, additional
tower� are available during the considered period. From the
measurements, “LCPC”—the main deformation into the
valley—leads to an important decrease in the wind speed of
about 1.3 m/s between T4 and T1. The deceleration of the

FIG. 8. Wind vertical profiles at Saint-Berthevin, from measurements
�“T4/T1 INRA”, “T4/T1 LCPC”� and from simulation �“Sim T4” and “Sim
T1”�, at two locations T4 �3050 m, 2650 m� and T1 �3150 m, 2900 m�.
Note that the ground level is not the same for T1 to T4.
flow into the valley is well reproduced by the model, despite
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the relatively low vertical resolution close to the ground,
which does not allow us to predict the observed strong gra-
dients of wind within the first meters above the ground. Note
that at the same time, the wind is deflected to the north in the
valley, which is in agreement with measurements.

Therefore, SUBMESO code provides wind field �and air
temperature, not shown here because gradients are very weak
in these conditions� at each point of its mesh, the first nodes
of which are located 5 m above the ground. Wind speed
values issued from SUBMESO �three components� are next
expressed in terms of horizontal wind speed and direction in
order to be adapted to PE calculations. Below 5 m, tempera-
ture and wind vertical profiles are assumed to be logarithmi-
cally shaped. Thus the refraction parameters aT and av �Eq.
�10�� can be fitted using the first point �5 m high� provided
by SUBMESO. The corresponding vertical profile of sound
speed �Eq. �12�� is assumed to be constant, but can be chosen
as representative of the studied source-receiver configuration
for medium-range propagation: valley, plateau, downslope,
upslope, etc. It must be noticed that since mesh adaptation
and data interpolation from SUBMESO to PE is not auto-
matic yet, vertical profiles are still range independent. Fur-
ther work is currently in progress in order to take into ac-
count the “exact” wind and temperature values at each point
of the PE grid, directly interpolated from SUBMESO output
data, leading to range dependent vertical profiles of sound
speed on such irregular terrain.

Thus SUBMESO code provides synthetic local �site
scale� wind and temperature vertical profiles from input data
collected at larger scales �e.g., “Météo-France” national sta-
tions�. Those large-scale input data can be chosen as average
�e.g., a 30 year average� data, leading to SUBMESO output
data representative of long-term �e.g., a 30 year average�
atmospheric conditions at a local site. Therefore, output data
from SUBMESO can be used as input data for the PE code,
leading to SPL predictions for various micrometeorological
conditions, including site effect �space sensitivity, e.g., to-
pography� and long-term mean conditions �time sensitivity,
e.g., a 30 year average�. Those long-term averages can be
chosen either for day, evening night, day and night, etc.,
periods, or for a more global period of 24 h.

The next part of this study show a comparison between
experimental acoustic data extracted from a specific cam-
paign carried out on the LCPC monitoring site located at
Saint-Berthevin and MW-WAPE predictions �Fig. 9�. During
this experimental campaign, acoustic data have been mea-
sured for typical atmospheric conditions, i.e., for local mi-
crometeorological conditions directly collected at the same
site and at the same time using synchronized meteorological
sensors from Saint-Berthevin equipped towers. Actually, af-
ter a scanning of the micrometeorological data measured dur-
ing this experimental campaign, we chose a period �sample�
which was the most representative of a “long-term” �aver-
age� period in terms of meteorological parameters predicted
by SUBMESO �Table I—Measurement No. 4�. Thus, it be-
came possible to compare PE long-term predictions with the
corresponding acoustic experimental data. Figures 9�a� and
9�b� give some examples of such long-term �a 30 year aver-

age of 24 h periods� PE predictions for downslope propaga-
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tion and using the following geometrical parameters values:
hs=hM=href=2m. �Table II—Measurement No. 4�. More-
over, in order to identify the real effect of long-term average
meteorological parameters, we also calculate PE predictions
in the same geometric configuration but for homogeneous
conditions �dotted line�. Micrometeorological parameters are
deduced from SUBMESO calculations as presented above.
As mentioned above, Figures 9�a� and 9�b� also show acous-
tic data �solid line� collected during the experimental cam-
paign �Tables I and II—Measurement No. 4�, which appear
to be very similar to MW-WAPE predictions when consider-
ing “long term” atmospheric conditions instead of homoge-
neous conditions.

The SPL difference between homogeneous and long-
term conditions, of course, increases with distance from
source, but is already perceptible from medium range propa-
gation �see Fig. 9�b�, M4 at 75 m�. This difference can be
also quantified, e.g., in one-third octave bands, which can be
useful for engineering applications, such as noise impact
studies. Figures 9�a� and 9�b� also show that discrepancies
between PE predictions and experimental data can be greatly
reduced if we can have access to “true” wind and tempera-

FIG. 9. Examples of results provided by the coupling of the SUBMESO
micrometeorological code with the MW-WAPE acoustic code. Relative SPL
as a function of frequency: Comparison between experimental results �solid
line� and MW-WAPE predictions for long-term �dashed line� and for homo-
geneous �dotted line� conditions. �a� M1 �25 m� and �b� M4 �75 m�.
ture fields on the studied site during the corresponding pe-
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riod. Unfortunately, for engineering or operational situations,
such experimental data cannot be always collected due to
financial cost and/or in situ constraints. This study showed
that SUBMESO can provide those wind and temperature
profiles at almost any site �local scale�, which can be chosen
as mean values representative of a chosen period �short term
or long term, e.g., 30 years�.

Consequently, the MW-WAPE/SUBMESO coupled code
can be used for estimating long-term SPL representative of
mean �e.g., a 30 year average� atmospheric conditions at a
local site, even on irregular terrain. It must be mentioned that
this coupling approach do not yet take into account nonlinear
effects of both acoustical and micrometeorological models.
These first numerical results are presented as a first stage of
a research program which is still in progress, and which will
be carried out in the next few years, partially based on the
exploitation of the database from the LCPC monitoring site
located at Saint-Berthevin.

V. CONCLUSION

This study takes place in the framework of road traffic
noise propagation. Our coupling approach gives us access to
reliable SPL predictions for a specific source-receiver con-
figuration �local scale� and propagation conditions �long
term�. This is carried out through the use of reference models
for both acoustic �MW-WAPE� and micrometeorological
�SUBMESO� calculations, which have been presented, dis-
cussed, and validated by comparison with experimental data.

The MW-WAPE code takes into account the convection
properties of cross-wind effects on acoustic propagation.
Moreover, in spite of some approximations in the ground
impedance model, it can deal with realistic environments
�uneven ground, impedance jumps, absorbent barriers, etc.�
and complex propagation conditions �range dependent re-
fraction profiles and atmospheric turbulence�.

The SUBMESO micrometeorological code provides
synthetic local �small scale� wind and temperature vertical
profiles from global ones �regional scale�. For the input pro-
files to the SUBMESO code, one can use long-term average
atmospheric averages. In our study, we used 30 year aver-
ages, which for practical purposes can be interpreted as long-
term averages. Then, output data from SUBMESO have been
used as micrometeorological input data for MW-WAPE cal-
culations between the source and receiver, in order to calcu-
late SPL representative of local and long-term atmospheric
conditions between the source and receiver. Examples of
MW-WAPE/SUBMESO coupling have been presented and
discussed. They can be considered as very promising results
regarding both the complementary nature and the reliability
of the coupled models, although some refinements still
should be done on the automatic coupling procedure. Cur-
rently, further research is in progress in order to take into
account range dependent profiles, line sources, 3D and non-

linear effects, and various propagation conditions.
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